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"OOK REVIEWS
%LSBETH 0ROBYN "LUSH &ACES OF 3HAME -INNEAPOLIS 5NIVERSITY OF -INNESOTA 
0RESS   PP )3". 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!DMITTING SHAME IS OFTEN A COMPLEX PROCESS )N MOST SOCIETIES SHAME IS 
NOT OPENLY TALKED ABOUT AND MOST PEOPLE PREFER NOT TO DRAW ATTENTION TO 
IT )N SPITE OF RECENT SCHOLARLY INTEREST IN SHAME THE BODY AND EMOTIONS 
MUCH OF THE RESEARCH REMAINS ABSTRACT AND IMPERSONAL %LSBETH 0ROBYNS 
BOOK "LUSH &ACES OF 3HAME  IS AN EXCEPTION  THE BOOK EMPHASIZES  THE 
IMPORTANCE OF EXAMINING SPECIFIC AFFECTS HAPPENING TO PARTICULAR BODIES 
IN PARTICULAR PLACES 
0ROBYN BEGINS HER BOOK WITH THE ARGUMENT THAT ONLY SOMETHING OR 
SOMEONE THAT INTERESTS YOU CAN PRODUCE A FLUSH OF SHAME $RAWING ON THE 
WORK OF PSYCHOLOGIST 3ILVAN 4OMKINS THE LINK BETWEEN SHAME AND INTEREST 
IS THE COMMON GROUND THAT LINKS THE DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF SHAME EXPLORED 
IN 0ROBYNS BOOK )NTEREST INVOLVES A DESIRE FOR CONNECTION COMMUNICATION 
TOUCH LINES OF ENGAGEMENT AND RECIPROCITY 3HAME ILLUMINATES OUR INTENSE 
DESIRE TO BE CONNECTED WITH OTHERS AND THE KNOWLEDGE THAT WE SOMETIMES 
FAIL IN OUR ATTEMPT TO MAINTAIN THOSE CONNECTIONS
#OMBINING CULTURAL  THEORY SOCIOLOGY PSYCHOLOGY AND PERSONAL NAR
RATIVES 0ROBYN STUDIES SHAME AS AN AFFECT AND EXPLORES ITS EFFECTS 4HE BOOK 
INVESTIGATES SEVERAL AREAS OF SHAME BODY AND SHAME THE SHAME OF BEING 
OUT OF PLACE POLITICS OF SHAME AND SHAMING SHAME OF PAST AND SHAME OF 
GENERATIONS AND SHAME AND WRITING 0ROBYN PURSUES A SOCIOLOGICAL AND 
CULTURAL EXPLANATION OF SHAME WITHIN THE BODY AND ITS HABITUS BUT DOES 
NOT GIVE UP THE PHYSIOLOGICAL LEVEL OF SHAME P 	 3HE WRITES ABOUT THE 
SHAME OF BEING OUT OF PLACE AND NARRATES A MOMENT OF SHAME THAT SHE 
FELT WHEN SHE FIRST EXPERIENCED THE AWESOME POWER OF 5LURU IN #ENTRAL 
!USTRALIA 4HIS VARIANT OF SHAME THE FEELING OF BEING LIKE A FISH OUT OF 
WATER IS SOMETHING THE BODY REGISTERS IN SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS IN 
WHICH IT DOES NOT BELONG 0ROBYN DRAWS ON "OURDIEUS CONCEPT OF HABITUS 
HIGHLIGHTING THE WAYS IN WHICH WE EMBODY HISTORY AND HOW OUR BODIES 
CONTINUALLY  SPEAK OF  THEIR PASTS  IN EVERYDAY ACTIONS  SUCH AS GESTURES 
MANNERS AND WAYS OF BEING (ABITUS DELIMITS HOW AND IN WHICH SPACES 
WE CAN MOVE 7HEN A BODY KNOWS IT DOES NOT BELONG WITHIN A CERTAIN 
PLACE IN "OURDIEUS TERMS THERE IS A SCHISM BETWEEN THE HABITUS AND THE 
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FIELD 4HIS IS WHERE SHAME OFTEN ERUPTS 4HROUGH FEELING SHAME THE BODY 
INAUGURATES AN ALTERNATIVE WAY OF BEING IN THE WORLD 3HAME AS THE BODYS 
REFLECTION ON ITSELF MAY REORDER THE COMPOSITION OF THE HABITUS WHICH IN 
TURN MAY ALLOW QUITE DIFFERENT CHOICES P 	
"LUSH IS AN EXCITING INVITATION TO JOIN THE AUTHOR IN EXPLORATION RATHER 
THAN A DISSERTATION 0ROBYN ARGUES PERSUASIVELY THAT ONE OF THE MOST FRUS
TRATING ASPECTS OF READING STUDIES ON EMOTION AND AFFECT IS THEIR TENDENCY 
TO SPEAK IN GENERAL TERMS )N CONTRAST AFTER READING "LUSH IT SEEMS SELF
EVIDENT THAT AFFECTS HAVE SPECIFIC EFFECTS AND IT MAKES NO SENSE TO APPROACH 
AFFECTS OUTSIDE THIS UNDERSTANDING 3HAME WORKS OVER THE BODY BUT IT ALSO 
REWORKS HOW WE UNDERSTAND THE BODY AND ITS RELATION TO OTHER BODIES OR 
TO THE SOCIAL 4HIS MATTERS AT THE LEVEL OF THEORY AND IN TERMS OF WHAT WE 
WANT WRITING TO DO P 	
4HE MOST  IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION OF  THIS BOOK  IS  TO UNDERLINE HOW 
ESSENTIAL IT IS TO THINK OF WHAT SHAME DOES TO BODIES AND WHAT CONNECTED 
BODIES DO TO THE ORGANIZATION OF THE SOCIAL 4O BE MORE CONCRETE 0ROBYN 
ASKS WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF SHAME ON INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE ACTION POWER 
RELATIONS AND HUMAN CAPABILITIES )N PARTICULAR SHAME PRODUCES INTEREST 
THAT OVERWHELMS  THE POSSIBILITY OF  REMAINING  IN  IGNORANCE  P 	 
3HAME PRODUCES  INDIVIDUAL AS WELL AS COLLECTIVE EFFECTS AND DEMANDS 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  )T  RAISES QUESTIONS OF GREAT AND ENDURING  INTEREST 
CONCERNING WHAT  IT MEANS TO BE HUMAN )N ADDITION  SHAME MAKES US 
FEEL MORE FRAGILE  IN OURSELVES 4HIS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF FRAGILITY MAY 
SERVE AS A BASIS FROM WHICH TO EVALUATE ONES EXISTENCE AND OPEN UP VIEWS 
OF EMANCIPATION )N "OURDIEUS  TERMS  THIS KIND OF RUPTURE AND LOSS OF 
ASSURANCE WHEN ONE IS THRUST INTO ANOTHER FIELD MAY BEGIN THE PROCESSES 
OF CHANGE P 	
3OCIAL CHANGE IS ONE OF 0ROBYNS MAJOR THEMES IN THE BOOK BUT SHE ALSO 
CALLS FOR THEORETICAL AND EPISTEMOLOGICAL CHANGES AND CHALLENGES 7ITH 
HER ANALYSIS OF SHAME 0ROBYN OPENS OUT THE POSSIBILITY THAT FINALLY SOCIAL 
AND CULTURAL THEORIES MAY BEGIN TO DEAL WITH THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 
PHYSICAL AND THE SOCIAL 2EGARDING THE BODY AS INVOLVED WITH ITS PHYSIC
ALITY IS A VERY WELCOME RETHINKING OF BODY AND MATERIALITY 2ECENTLY MANY 
RESEARCHERS WORKING ON QUESTIONS OF EMBODIMENT HAVE EXPRESSED THEIR 
FRUSTRATION WITH ANALYSES THAT SEE GENDER THE BODY AND POWER AS WELL AS 
ANY OTHER PHENOMENA REPRESENTED AND INTERPRETED AS MERELY DISCURSIVE 
)T WOULD BE FRUITFUL  TO SET 0ROBYNS  IDEAS OF  SHAME IN A MORE EXPLICIT 
DIALOGUE WITH THE ANALYSIS OF HOW SHAME IS GENDERED AND CULTURALLY AND 
SOCIALLY PRODUCED "LUSH PROVIDES AN EXCELLENT FOUNDATION FOR THIS CRUCIAL 
PROJECT
-ARITA (USSO
5NIVERSITY OF *YVËSKYLË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